Holes in your screens allow insects, including flies, mosquitoes, and cockroaches to enter your home. This problem is easy to fix.

**Supplies Needed:**
- Screen wire or ready-cut screen patches
- Scissors
- A ruler or small box with a straight edge

**How To Fix**

Repair: Trim the hole in the screen to make smooth edges. (Figure 1)

Cut a rectangular patch an inch larger, on each side, than the hole. Remove the three outside wires on each of the four sides of the patch. (Figure 2)

Bend the ends of the wires over the box or the edge of a ruler. (Figure 3)
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On the outside of the screen put the patch over the hole. Hold the patch tight against the screen so that the small wire ends go through the screen. (Figure 4)
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On the inside of the screen, bend down the ends of the wires toward the middle of the hole. You may have someone on the outside of the screen to press against the patch while you bend the wire ends. (Figure 5)
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Now your screen is patched. The hole is covered.

Another way to mend a very small hole is to use a needle and thread. Match the color of the thread to the color of the screen. Sew back and forth to fill in the hole.
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